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Abstract

Cell polarization and asymmetric cell divisions play important roles during development in many multicellular eukaryotes.
Fucoid algae have a long history as models for studying early developmental processes, probably because of the ease with
which zygotes can be observed and manipulated in the laboratory. This review discusses cell polarization and asymmetric
cell divisions in fucoid algal zygotes with an emphasis on the roles played by the cytoskeleton.
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Zygotes and embryos of many multicellular organisms use
asymmetric cell divisions to generate diverse cell types during
development. By definition an asymmetric cell division produces
daughter cells with differences in size, shape, cellular com-
ponents, and/or eventual developmental fate. Asymmetric cell
divisions usually occur in three steps. First, cells polarize and
then the mitotic apparatus (step 2) and the site of cytokinesis
(step 3) is positioned with respect to the axis of polarity in the
cell. The two cells that are produced may differ in size, shape,
cytoplasmic constituents, and/or position within the developing
embryo, and these differences can result in daughter cells
with different fates (reviewed in Bisgrove and Kropf, submit-
ted). Because of their widespread importance, the mechanisms
that regulate cell polarization and asymmetric cell divisions
are under investigation in several model organisms including
representatives from plant and algal phyla (for examples see
Murata and Sugai 2000; Nadeau and Sack 2003; Kirk 2004;
Park et al. 2004; Okamoto and Kranz 2005; Cove et al. 2006).

For close to a century gametes, zygotes, and embryos of the
Fucaceae have served as models for studies on cell polarization
and asymmetric cell division (Bisgrove and Kropf, submitted;
Harold 1990; Brownlee 2004; Katsaros et al. 2006). Fucoid
algae are brown seaweeds belonging to the Phaeophyceae
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class of stramenopiles, and as a group they are phylogenetically
distant from both plants and animals (Baldauf 2003; Andersen
2004). Mature algae grow attached to rocks in temperate inter-
tidal zones where they reproduce by releasing eggs and motile
sperm into the surrounding seawater. After fertilization, zygotes
settle onto the substratum and secrete an adhesive that firmly
attaches them in place. The first few hours of development en-
tails an extensive set of cytoplasmic and morphological changes
that transform the spherical zygote into a pear shaped cell with
rhizoid and thallus poles (Figure 1). During polarization, zygotes
respond to a number of environmental vectors. Light is a com-
mon signal; in unidirectional light zygotes form rhizoids on their
shaded hemispheres. The polarized zygote then undergoes an
asymmetric cell division in which the cell plate is positioned
perpendicular to the rhizoid/thallus axis. Two morphologically
different cells with different developmental fates are produced.
The rhizoid cell lineage becomes the holdfast, while the thallus
cell gives rise to the photosynthetic and reproductive organs of
the mature alga.

Fucoid zygotes represent an ideal system in which to study
early developmental events. Reproductive fronds can easily
be induced to release thousands of synchronously developing
cells that are free from any maternal tissues. Because zygotes
respond to externally applied vectors, entire populations can be
polarized in unison. Both eggs and zygotes are relatively large,
50–100 µm in diameter, and it is easy to manipulate them,
conduct physiological experiments, and measure changes in
subcellular features.

Fertilization and the Acquisition of Polarity

The establishment of polarity in fucoid zygotes has fascinated
biologists for many years. Several studies have documented
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Figure 1. Early development in zygotes of fucoid algae entails an extensive cellular reorganization to form a polarized cell followed by an asymmetric

cell division. In unidirectional light, zygotes secrete an adhesive preferentially on their shaded hemispheres. Zygotes germinate about 10–12 h

after fertilization. A pear-shaped cell with rhizoid and thallus poles is produced. Cell division occurs around 24 h after fertilization. The cell plate is

positioned transverse to the rhizoid/thallus axis and it bisects the zygote into two morphologically different cells with different fates. The thallus cell

forms most of the photosynthetic and reproductive organs of the mature alga (double arrow) whereas the rhizoid cell gives rise to the holdfast that

adheres the algal to the substratum (arrow). The photograph on the right shows Fucus distichus at low tide, Barnet Marine Park, Burnaby, B.C.

Canada.

a number of vectorial cues that are capable of polarizing zy-
gotes including blue light, gravity, electrical, ionic, temperature,
and osmotic gradients, as well as several other factors (Hurd
1920; Jaffe 1969; Kropf 1992). Zygotes first acquire polarity at
fertilization. Sperm penetration of the egg requires filamentous
actin, and an actin network that is associated with the actin
nucleating Actin-related protein 2/3 (Arp 2/3) complex forms in
the cell cortex at the sperm entry site (Figure 2A; Hable and
Kropf 2005). This site becomes the rhizoid pole if the zygote is
deprived of other cues (Swope and Kropf 1993; Hable and Kropf
2000). Under normal circumstances, however, the zygote will
receive cues from the environment and the sperm-induced pole
is overridden. The actin at the sperm entry site is depolymerized
and another actin network is nucleated by the Arp 2/3 complex
at the new site (Alessa and Kropf 1999; Hable et al. 2003; Hable
and Kropf 2005).

After penetrating the egg cytoplasm, the sperm pronucleus
undergoes a microtubule-dependent migration to the egg pronu-
cleus (Swope and Kropf 1993) and the zygote secretes both
a cell wall and an adhesive that anchors it to the substratum
(Quatrano 1982; Hable and Kropf 1998). Once attached, the
zygote begins to respond to positional cues. In the intertidal en-
vironment, a number of different vectors are perceived at once,
and these signals are integrated into a common response, for-
mation of the rhizoid pole (Kropf et al. 1999). Unidirectional light
is commonly used as a vector in the laboratory, and it induces
rhizoid formation on the shaded hemisphere. The signal trans-
duction pathways that link perception of environmental vectors
to polarization are not well understood in fucoid algae, although
photopolarization has been associated with both a higher level
of plasma membrane redox activity on the shaded side of the
zygote, and elevated levels of cyclic guanosine monophosphate
(cGMP) (Berger and Brownlee 1994; Robinson and Miller 1997).

The relevant photoreceptor may be a rhodopsin-like protein.
Rhodopsin mediates cGMP levels in animal cells, and it is
possible that the differential activation of this photoreceptor
produces a cGMP gradient across the algal zygote that is
involved in polarization (Robinson et al. 1998; Gualtieri and
Robinson 2002). In addition, signaling through a tyrosine kinase-
like protein is also required for photopolarization (Corellou
et al. 2000a). Ultimately, the signal transduction pathways must
converge into a common pathway that establishes polarity in the
zygote (Kropf et al. 1999). Because intact actin is required for
most of the subsequent events associated with polarization, the
localization of the actin/Arp2/3 network to the future rhizoid pole
appears to be an early event in the common pathway (Hable
and Kropf 1998; Alessa and Kropf 1999; Hable and Kropf 2000;
Pu et al. 2000). Recent reports indicate that the hormone auxin
is present in zygotes of fucoid algae and that it also plays a role
early in the polarization process (Basu et al. 2002; Sun et al.
2004).

Axis Amplification and Germination

As development proceeds the existing axis is amplified. The
actin/Arp2/3 network at the rhizoid pole is thought to serve as
a target site for amplification (Kropf et al. 1999). Endo- and
exocytotic activity becomes increasingly focused at the rhizoid
pole (Hadley et al. 2006) and adhesive is preferentially secreted
there (Hable and Kropf 1998). Localized secretion may also
insert molecules specifically into the rhizoid membrane and/or
cell wall, thereby establishing a unique cellular domain in the
rhizoid cortex (Kropf et al. 1999). Ion gradients form across the
cell with elevated concentrations of H+ and Ca2+ at the rhizoid
pole (Berger and Brownlee 1993; Kropf et al. 1995; Pu and
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Figure 2. Polarization (A–D) and asymmetric cell division (E–L) in zygotes of fucoid algae.

(A) Sperm entry induces the formation of an actin/Arp2/3 network in the cortex of the cell and introduces two centrosomes into the cytoplasm. The

sperm pronucleus and centrosomes migrate to the egg pronucleus.

(B) At karyogamy, the centrosomes are deposited on the zygotic nuclear envelope and they move apart. The zygote secretes an adhesive uniformly

around its surface. The actin/Arp2/3 network at the sperm entry site is disassembled and a new network assembles on the shaded hemisphere.

(C) During axis amplification, endo- and exocytotic activity becomes focused at the rhizoid pole and adhesive is deposited more abundantly there.

Cytosolic ion gradients are generated.

(D) At germination, actin/Arp2/3, secretory vesicles, and other endomembranes are organized into an array that is focused towards the rhizoid

pole. Increased secretion (and presumably cell wall synthesis) at this pole is associated with production of the rhizoid tip. During polarization and

amplification, the centrosomes continue their migration around the nucleus, coming to rest on opposite sides of the nuclear envelope.

(E) Prior to mitosis the centrosomal axis, defined by a line drawn through the two centrosomes, is not aligned with the rhizoid/thallus axis.

(F) Nuclear rotation (indicated by white arrows) partially aligns the centrosomal axis.

(G) The spindle forms in a crudely aligned position.

(H, I) Alignment continues as zygotes progress through mitosis. By the end of telophase the daughter nuclei are parallel with the rhizoid/thallus axis.

(J) A plate of actin assembles in the zone of microtubule overlap between daughter nuclei. This actin array is devoid of Arp 2/3.

(K) Membranous islands are deposited in the cytokinetic plane.

(L) The islands fuse and the cell plate forms within them. Maturation of all cytokinetic structures begins in the center of the zygote and progresses

outward to the cell cortex.
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Robinson 2003). Gradient formation is presumably due to the
accumulation of ion transporters at the rhizoid pole, although
there is no direct evidence to support this claim. In essence, axis
amplification is thought to consist of a positive feedback loop in
which localized secretion inserts ion transporters elevating local
H+ and Ca2+ concentrations and thereby stimulating further
secretion (Kropf et al. 1999).

During amplification the axis is labile; if the direction of the
light vector is changed, ion gradients, actin, and localized
secretion are all repositioned to the new shaded hemisphere.
Just prior to germination the axis becomes permanently fixed
and cannot be reoriented. An axis-stabilizing complex, including
transmembrane links between actin and the cell wall, may be
involved in axis fixation (Fowler and Quatrano 1997). Increased
secretion at the rhizoid pole results in rhizoid outgrowth, or
germination. At germination the actin network expands to form
a cone that extends from the nucleus to the area just behind
the rhizoid apex, and this expansion appears to be driven by
the actin nucleating Arp 2/3 complex (Hable and Kropf 2005).
The actin/Arp2/3 network is important for rhizoid growth, since
pharmacological treatments that alter actin arrays also disrupt
rhizoid elongation (Brawley and Quatrano 1979; Hable and
Kropf 2005). It is thought that the actin network is involved in
the transport of secretory vesicles from the Golgi to the site of
rhizoid outgrowth.

Asymmetric Cell Division

Once the zygote has polarized and rhizoid elongation has
begun the first cell division is positioned perpendicular to the
rhizoid/thallus axis (Figure 1). Proper placement of this division
is important for subsequent development, since misaligned
divisions in which the cell plate bisects the rhizoid tip disrupt
normal embryogenesis (Shaw and Quatrano 1996; Bisgrove
and Kropf 1998). How, then, is the zygotic division positioned?
Cell divisions are usually positioned in two steps; the mitotic
apparatus is placed appropriately within the cell and cytokinesis
then bisects the cell perpendicular to the mitotic apparatus.
Microtubules are required for both spindle placement and cy-
tokinesis, and their organization within fucoid zygotes has been
analyzed throughout the first cell cycle (Figure 2).

Microtubule Arrays in Polarizing Zygotes

Fucoid algae have discrete microtubule organizing centers with
centrioles, called centrosomes, in their cells. The centrosomes
serve as sites of microtubule nucleation and they organize
microtubules during polarization and cell division. Unfertilized
eggs do not have centrosomes and microtubules extend from
the nuclear envelope in an array that is evenly dispersed
around the nucleus. At fertilization the basal bodies from the

sperm flagella are introduced into the egg cytoplasm and
they become the centriolar components of the centrosomes
(Figure 2A). Since sperm are biflagellated, two centrioles are
acquired and they migrate with the sperm to the egg pronucleus
where they are deposited at karyogamy (Kropf et al. 1990;
Swope and Kropf 1993; Motomura 1994; Bisgrove et al. 1997;
Nagasato et al. 1999; Motomura and Nagasato 2004; Nagasato
2005). The centrosomes then separate from each other by
migrating around the nucleus. At the same time microtubules
undergo a gradual shift from the perinuclear organization into
an array where microtubules emanate primarily from the two
centrosomes (Figure 2B, C). Both centrosomal separation and
the microtubule reorganization are completed shortly before
zygotes enter mitosis. Although centrosomal separation and
cell polarization occur at the same time, the two events appear
to proceed independently of each other since treatments that
disrupt one process have no effect on the other (Bisgrove and
Kropf 1998).

In addition to the centrosomal microtubules, a cortical array
has also been visualized in living zygotes microinjected with
fluorescently labeled tubulin (Corellou et al. 2005). Although not
seen in fixed preparations, these microtubules were observed
in microinjected zygotes during polarization and germination. In
young zygotes the cortical microtubules are distributed uniformly
around the cell in a random arrangement. Later in development
the cortical microtubules preferentially localize to the rhizoid
pole and they become denser when zygotes germinate. These
microtubules do not appear to be part of the centrosomal array,
since they originate in the cell cortex and are not connected to
the centrosomes. Their function is unknown, but it is possible
that they may play a role in shaping the rhizoid as it grows.

Positioning the Mitotic Apparatus

When zygotes enter mitosis, the centrosomal microtubules
reorganize to form the mitotic spindle. The centrosomes become
the poles of the spindle and their position, therefore, determines
placement of the spindle in the cell (Nagasato et al. 1999).
Shortly before mitosis, the centrosomes come to rest on oppo-
site sides of the nucleus and the centrosomal axis, defined by a
line drawn through the two centrosomes, is randomly positioned
in the cell (Figure 2D; Bisgrove and Kropf 1998). Before the
spindle forms there is a nuclear rotation that partially aligns
the centrosomes with the rhizoid/thallus axis. When the spindle
forms it is crudely aligned with the rhizoid/thallus axis (Figure 2E-
G; Allen and Kropf 1992; Bisgrove and Kropf 1998; Corellou
et al. 2000b; Bisgrove and Kropf 2001). Alignment continues as
zygotes progress through mitosis and by the end of telophase
the centrosomal and rhizoid/thallus axes are parallel with each
other (Bisgrove and Kropf 2001).

Treating zygotes with a battery of inhibitors aimed at disrupt-
ing cytoskeletal links to the cell wall disrupts only the nuclear
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rotation that occurs prior to metaphase; telophase alignments
continue unabated. This result suggests that pre- and post-
metaphase alignments are mechanistically different (Bisgrove
and Kropf 2001). The pre-metaphase nuclear rotation in fu-
coid algae appears to be similar to the “search and capture”
mechanism that aligns the mitotic apparatus in animal and bud-
ding yeast cells (Figure 2E, F; McCarthy and Goldstein 2006).
Current models propose that during nuclear rotation, dynamic
microtubules elongate outwards from the centrosomes and
depolymerize back towards them. Microtubules that reach the
cortex appear to be captured by actin-containing links to the cell
wall, since treatments that disrupt actin or the cell wall also inhibit
nuclear rotation (Henry et al. 1996; Alessa and Kropf 1999;
Bisgrove and Kropf 2001). Because actin containing links to the
cell wall are most abundant in the rhizoid (Henry et al. 1996),
more microtubules are likely to be captured there. Motors acting
either from the centrosome or the cell cortex could then exert
pulling forces on the microtubules. By chance, one centrosome
is positioned closer to the rhizoid; that centrosome has more
microtubules anchored in the cortex and it is pulled towards
the rhizoid pole. The other centrosome has more microtubules
anchored in the thallus cortex and it rotates towards that pole
(Bisgrove and Kropf, submitted). Although the motors that might
effect spindle alignment in fucoid algae have not been identified,
recent analyses indicate that a Kinesin-5-like motor is involved
in maintaining both spindle bipolarity and the integrity of the
spindle poles during mitosis in fucoid algae (Peters and Kropf
2006).

Post-metaphase alignment appears to occur by a poorly
understood mechanism that is different from the nuclear rotation
that occurs before metaphase (Bisgrove and Kropf 2001).
This phase of alignment occurs concomitantly with elonga-
tion of the mitotic apparatus during anaphase and telophase
(Figure 2H, I). One possibility is that microtubule-based center-
ing mechanisms acting on the centrosomes as the spindle elon-
gates contribute to post-metaphase alignment. Centrosomal
centering occurs when polymerizing microtubules encounter
stationary objects such as the cell boundary. Growing micro-
tubules that influence the cell periphery can exert a force
that pushes the centrosome towards the center of the cell.
Alternatively, microtubule motors acting on shortening micro-
tubules can pull the centrosome towards the cell cortex (Howard
2006). Theoretically, these pushing and pulling forces could
position a single centrosome in the geometric center of the
cell (Daga et al. 2006; Howard 2006). A similar mechanism
appears to effectively center the nucleus in fission yeast cells
(Daga et al. 2006). In fucoid algal zygotes undergoing post-
metaphase alignment, the centrosomal centering forces would
act on two centrosomes positioned at opposite poles of the
mitotic apparatus. If the centrosomal axis moved as a unit,
centering forces acting on each pole would position the entire
axis in the center of the zygote. Because the polarized zygote is
longer than it is wide, the centrosomal axis would be centered

when it is in the middle of the zygote and aligned parallel with
the rhizoid/thallus axis.

Cytokinesis

By the end of telophase, the centrosomal axis has completed
its alignment and the daughter nuclei are positioned along the
rhizoid/thallus axis (Figure 2I, J). Specification of the cytokinetic
plane appears to occur at this stage, and it is determined by the
position of the two daughter nuclei. This conclusion is based
on experiments in which nuclear position is altered. In zygotes
with misaligned telophase nuclei, cytokinesis always occurs
between nuclei rather than perpendicular to the rhizoid/thallus
axis. This result indicates that it is nuclear position and not
cell polarity that determines the site of cytokinesis. Nagasato
and Motomura (2002) have shown that another Phaeophycean
alga, Scytosiphon lomentaria, specifies cytokinetic planes in a
similar manner.

Shortly before cytokinesis begins microtubules radiate out-
ward from the centrosomes and define domains around each
daughter nucleus. The ends of the centrosomal microtubules
meet midway between the two nuclei where they form a zone of
microtubule overlap. This zone extends outwards to the cortex
of the cell and marks the future division site (Bisgrove et al.
2003; Nagasato 2005). Cytokinesis begins with the formation of
a plate of actin in the zone where the microtubule ends overlap
(Figure 2J). Curiously, in contrast to the actin arrays associated
with polarization, the actin in the cytokinetic plane appears
to be devoid of Arp2/3 (Hable and Kropf 2005). Membrane
is deposited in islands dispersed throughout the cytokinetic
plane, and these islands fuse to form a single compartment
that contains cell wall materials (Figure 2K, L). Maturation of the
nascent cell plate occurs in a centrifugal direction, beginning
in the center of the cell and progressing outwards towards
the cortex (Belanger and Quatrano 2000; Bisgrove and Kropf
2004). This mode of cytokinesis is somewhat different from
the mechanisms that operate in other eukaryotes. Like animal
cells, fucoid algae specify a division site late in mitosis, although
cytokinesis itself proceeds in opposite directions in the two cell
types. Animal cells divide by furrowing inwards from the cell
cortex while in fucoid algae cytokinesis progresses centrifugally
from the center of the cell towards the cortex. In contrast to
both animals and fucoid algae, plants choose a division site
early in mitosis. However, like fucoid algae, cytokinesis in plant
cells occurs centrifugally. In plants, a phragmoplast composed
of microtubules, actin, and associated proteins directs the
deposition of cell wall materials from the center of the cell
outwards to the cortex (see Mathur 2004; Jurgens 2005 for
recent reviews). Green algae exhibit variable modes of cell
division; cytokinesis can occur centripetally by furrowing, or
in both directions using a furrow and a phragmoplast (Pickett-
Heaps et al. 1999).
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Future Directions

Over the years, much progress has been made towards un-
derstanding the mechanisms underlying cell polarization and
asymmetric cell division in fucoid zygotes. Future studies aimed
at identifying more of the molecules involved in these processes
will be aided by the recent initiative to sequence the genome of
a related brown alga, Ectocarpus siliculosis (Peters et al. 2004).
This project promises to move brown algal research forward
into the genomics era and will allow genome-scale comparative
analyses between phaeophytes and other eukaryotes.
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